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WUTHATHI NEWS        
UPDATES FROM THE STAFF AND DIRECTORS 

 

Image supplied courtesy of Kerry Trapnell 

 
A short note from the Editor: Welcome readers – this Newsletter follows a quite busy period in the 
development of WUTHATHI ABORIGINAL CORPORATION.  As previously reported, WAC is a fully 
approved Not-For-Profit Entity with Benevolent Charitable status, complete with ATO approved for 
DGRS, (Deductible Gift Recipient Status). 
 

Casual Grants Officer/Coordinator Report: 
 
A summary of grants completed to date are: 
1. An application to the Commonwealth for consideration of an INDIGENOUS PROTECTED 

AREA was prepared and submitted on the 30th March 2019.  WAC thanks private consultant 
Melanie Dulfer-Hyams for her assistance in fine-tuning the application and for philanthropic 
funding assistance from Ninti One (Alice Springs based) for their modest financial contribution 
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for her. Our Chairman is working through the IPA Scheduling process, which when completed 
will trigger the first release of funding (total = $322,240).  

2. A full grant application to the Gambling Community Benefit Fund for an Office vehicle. This 
was approved and since changed to two Polaris Off-road vehicles complete with spares and 
some accessories. The two vehicles and supporting equipment has been purchased and are 
awaiting transport to Atherton when transport to our Rangers ‘Top Camp’ is organised. 

3. A full application to the National Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA – the former Dept of 
PM + C) for prescribed body corporate funding has been completed, both for our Operational 
Body Corporate funding. This is also yet to be confirmed and has been delayed. 

4. A philanthropic funding request was submitted to The Australian Communities Foundation in 
Melbourne. This was for a total of $234,274 based on a hope that a total of ten entities might consider 
approvals on a shared basis of just $23,427 each. We are yet to receive a positive approval. 

5. WAC wishes to thank the ACF for their previous grant sourced from their sub-fund B B & A Miller 
Fund which paid for the Canon scanner/copier/printer/fax machine purchased for the WAC Office. 
Thanks so much – it has been invaluable for us.  
 

 
 

6. We continue to work on a funding submission to The Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation 
(Brisbane – Mr Will Hamill). WAC’s Land and Sea Project Officer (Mr Clayton Enoch) continues 
to contribute his efforts into gaining an approval for this project. The current ask is $400,050.46 
in total. 
 

Whilst I now fill the role of Grants Officer, I continue to carry out Coordinator duties as directed by 
our Chairman and Corporate secretary. 
 

Bill Watson. 
Casual Grants Officer/Coordinator 
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Land and Sea Project Officer Update 21/11/19 
 
Hello all, I’m glad to let you all know that the road for the new ranger base has been completed, 
Keron and Cecil were on site keeping an eye on things to make sure it is all done right. The road 
and the base pad was finished in about 10 days. We had a little bit of a breakdown with the Bulldozer 
but was fixed as soon as parts were allocated. 
 
Myself, Keron, Dane and Aiden were involved in a short fencing project earlier this year, DATSIP 
funded some fencing materials and hire car to get up on country. We fenced approximately 100m 
on the western side of the gate and approx. 80m on the other side of the gate, we have plenty of 
fencing left for future fencing projects that will rise in the near future. 
 
At the moment the containers which are getting built for our Ranger Base are coming along just 
perfectly, the workshop /storage container has been finished and is on standby to be transported 
up on country shortly, they have started to build the office and they have all the gear ready to build 
the accommodation and the toilet/ shower and generator block. 
 
The rainy season is near and hopefully we will have the ranger base up there in situ ready for the 
builders, plumbers and electricians to do their bit to make it ready to use for our Wuthathi Rangers.. 
We have currently added a new member to the team, our new Junior Ranger Officer Mr Aiden 
Deemal, he has started in his new role to get the Junior Ranger Program up and running, he will be 
facing a few challenges but we are all in this to help guide him and the project in the right direction. 
We will be having the next junior Ranger Program happening in early January, which will consist of 
a long walk around on Wuthathi Country and camping and learning along the way from the elders 
and the Rangers. 
 

     
 

Aiden was involved in the fencing project along with Dayne Coats, Keron Murray and Myself. Neil 
from Queensland Parks and Wildlife service came and offered some of his fencing skills and time 
as well. 
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The Top Camp Road being worked on, and Uncle Cecil inspecting the works. 
 
We have also purchased a new 6 seater Polaris side x side, this vehicle has all the safety 
components and will be a good way to move people and elders around on country to do different 
projects when they arise. We are currently looking at getting a couple of Polaris quad bikes which 
are a new type of quad bike that you sit in and drive using a steering wheel and accelerator pedal 
and foot brake pedal. Also going to be equipped with other bits and pieces for safety reasons such 
as UHF radio and roll bars, it will also be kitted up for spraying weeds with a 60ltr tank on the back. 
These vehicles can only be driven by rangers that have been trained and are employed by Wuthathi 
Aboriginal Corporation. 
I hope to be able to meet and greet with more people in the near future, especially with the Junior 
Ranger Program, all of us here at the Wuthathi Office in Cairns cant wait to have this project up and 
finally running, due to sorry business and other constraints we have not been able to fulfil anything 
to date.  
Also thank you to all that has been involved along the way till now, this has been a great learning 
curve for me as the Wuthathi Land and Sea Project Officer, I have been involved in caring for 
country for the past 25 years as a ranger with Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service and other 
Govt and non Govt agencies, my time here is supposed to be finished at the end of June, hopefully 
this is not the case. 
Looking forward to the next chapter of the ranger base and the other projects in the future. 
 

 
 
 
Clayton Enoch. 
Land and Sea Project Officer 
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Junior Ranger Program  

23rd – 25th January 2020 
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Project Summary: 
 
On the 27th November 2019 I was given the task to organise a Junior Ranger Program. The idea 
was to create a program that involved youths that live in Lockhart River Community to participate in 
a Junior Ranger program that would see the youths being back on country. So, to help the youths 
understand more about this, I created a flyer that I placed at different buildings in Lockhart River. 
This led to 5 junior rangers that took the opportunity to travel on the Reef Ranger along with QPWS 
staff, Wuthathi elder Uncle Loddy Chippendale and two Wuthathi Rangers Scott Accoom and myself 
to visit different islands throughout Wuthathi for observation and maintenance.   
 
Project Deliverables and Due Dates: 
Deliverable: Junior Ranger Program. 
Description: Conduct a junior ranger program which involves taking kids back on country.  
Due Date: 28th January 2020  
Details: on the 23rd – 25th January 2020 we held our first Junior Ranger program for Wuthathi 
Aboriginal Corporation. 
 
Finance Officer Report: 
 
The trip was discussed between the 5 junior rangers, 1 Elder and 2 rangers on: 16/01/2020, then 
discussed again on the: 22/01/202. 
The 5 junior rangers that attended were Kegan Bally, Charles Giblet, Victor Macumboy, Freddy 
Accoom and Wilfred Claudie. 
Small stories of greatness! - Before the trip a few of the junior rangers were shy and felt 
uncomfortable but as the journey progressed so did, they. Once we were back on country, I could 
see a change in their attitude and how proud they were to be home. I created a survey for some 
feedback at the end of the trip and one of the questions I asked was “how did it feel to be back on 
country?” I received an answer saying, “I felt safe and free”. 
 

   
 

Welcome to country by Uncle Loddy Chippendale.                     Junior Rangers & Ranger Scott Accoom          
                                                                                                     ready for a RHIS introduction. 
 
 
Aiden Deemal. 
Junior Ranger Coordinator 
 


